Women's Soccer Tops Salve Regina

By Thomas Kettler

The undefeated women's soccer team trounced Salve Regina College of Newport, R.I. Tuesday for its fifth win of the season. The Engineers were by a score of 5-1 in the ninth at Steinbrunner Stadium.

The first half was a defensive struggle for MIT as Salve Regina effectively kept the ball on the MIT half of the field, allowing Thea Kendrick at Steimbrunner Stadium. Five of the six total matches were completed in about 40 minutes before halftime, as Sarni Stowe '96 made her first goal of the season on an assist from Jannel Wright '95.

In the second half, MIT's superior team effort, the women's soccer team plays again Thursday at Regis College and here Saturday versus Nichols College.

Tennis Team Crushes Mount Holyoke, 6–0

By Christopher Chiu

With little crowd support but a superior team effort, the women's tennis team crushed Mount Holyoke Saturday, 6-0.

It was a devastating performance. Three of the singles matches were completed in about 40 minutes. Five of the six total matches were straight set victories.

Singles

'Vereka Turner '95 d. Stacy D'Arcy Turner '95 d. Roberta Lippe '95 d. Stacy Stevens 7-6, 6-3

Doubles

Monica Gupta '94 and Miranda Fan '95 d. Lauren Mackey 6-0, 6-0

Janet Chen '94 d. Leslie Fu 6-0, 6-0

Hana Okakawa '95 d. Jennifer Oxman 6-0, 6-0

Doubles

Monica Gupta '94 and Miranda Fan '95 d. Lauren Mackey 6-0, 6-0

Janet Chen '94 d. Leslie Fu 6-0, 6-0

Hana Okakawa '95 d. Jennifer Oxman 6-0, 6-0

Women Extend Tennis Streak

By Carol Matsuaki

The women's tennis team started its fall season Friday, Sept. 17 with an excellent 9-0 victory over Wesleyan University. It was victorious yet again with a superb 7-2 win over Vassar College on Saturday, Sept. 18.

The traveling squad of Captain Valerie Tan '94, Carol Matsuzaki '95, Janet Chen '94, Hana Okakawa '94, Nicole Mitchell '94, Monica Gupta '96, and Coach Candy Royer was simply too tough for Wesleyan and Vassar to handle.

The team's first New England Women's Eight conference dual match took place at MIT last Wednesday with the Engineers dominating Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 6-0. Freddie Turner '95, Matsuzaki, Miranda Fun '95, and Seetha Ramnath '96 all turned in victorious performances from their respective singles positions. The doubles teams of Okakawa/Chen and Mitchell/Lily Koo '97 showed magnificent teamwork as they demolished their opponents in straight set victories.

TOP TEN MOST CLUELESS PEOPLE ON EARTH

10. Rainforest chainsaw operator.


8. Drivers with turn signal perpetually on.

7. Las Vegas lounge acts.

6. Unregistered voters.

5. Frozen dinner enthusiasts.


3. Someone in express checkout line with eleven items.

2. Chain-smoking gas station attendant.

1. Drug users.
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